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We lived in Holocen for 12 000 years before entering antropocen (the age when humanity made a
print on the Earth that will never disappear. That’s mighty. We are probably on a final ride into the
apocalypse within our life time.
This image that Quantum Leap creates with their debut No Reason is not beautiful, but the album
establishes as a soundtrack to the collapse of the eco systems. It brings the darkness from the postpunk of the eighties and the energy from the garage-rock. The lyrics can be tracked down to academy
as well as any alternative punk rock.
We are talking about a bastard that is taking cared of a producer (Tomas Skogsberg) that has devoted
his life to aggressive darkness. This bastard is now aiming towards the contemporary trolls, power,
colonisation and dinosaurs. This is the music to listen to waiting for Armageddon and/or revolution.
With No Reason Quantum Leap, together with a few guests, invites you to a heavy and dark feast
celebrating the very last setting of the sun.
QUANTUM LEAP – NO REASON
INFO
Genre: Alternative Rock, Post-Punk
Label: Viskningar och vrål
Line-up:
Björn Norberg (vocals, guitar, piano, synthesizers, theremin)
Andreas Hennius (bass)
Mats Gustavsson (drums).
Release date: 1 June 2018
No Reason was recorded and mixed in 2017 in legendary Sunlight studio. Producer was Tomas
Skogsberg (Entomed, Backyard Babies, Hellacopters, Refused etc.)
There are a number of guests on the record: Lea Martinelle (saxophone), Rosa Kristalova (cello),
Mattis Fredriksson (accordion), Daniel Söderberg (on modular synthesizer – he is aka Dwayne
Sodahberk and Celebratory Bloodbath) and Janet Simmonds (backing vocals).
Contact: Björn Norberg, +46 701470758, bjorn@martinelle.se

Track list No Reason:
That’s the Reason
In Between Worlds

Blind
Yeah
Trust
The Fiction In the Daily Life
Sea
All I Ever Wanted
I Don’t Know
Dreaming
Mayday
Like a Memory From a Long Time Ago

BIO
Quantum Leap is based in Sweden. It is a three piece band: Björn Norberg on guitar and vocals (on
records different keynoards), Andreas Hennius (bass (and live backing vocals)) and Mats Gustavsson
on drums.
Quantum Leap was formed in 2015. The three members came from different backgrounds. Björn
picked up his first guitar 1977 and was a guitarist in the emerging thrash and death metal scene in
the 1980’s and worked with electronica and fine arts from millennium and on. Andreas Hennius has
been into pop since the 1980’s. Mats Gustavsson is schooled in 1980’s metal and played in a black
metal band once.
For some reason they joined forces. 2016 they happened to meet Tomas Skogsberg of legendary
Sunlight Studios (Entomed, Refused, Backyard Babies, Dismember etc) and it resulted in a quick
demo and a contract with Swedish label Viskningar och Vrål (Whisperings and Growls).
The music and the lyrics are mainly penned by singer Björn Norberg.

Links to videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8fQY8WL2iM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyp1kxn7OGE

